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Statistics

- The global pandemic continues to accelerate worldwide with two grim milestones reached over the weekend: confirmed cases surpassed 10 million, and more than half a million deaths have been confirmed.
- On Saturday, Indonesia reported its largest daily increase so far with 1,385 new cases. Yesterday’s tally remained elevated with 1,198 new cases, for a total of more than 54,000 confirmed cases.
- In Japan, 112 new cases were confirmed yesterday, including 60 cases in Tokyo—the highest level in Tokyo since the state of emergency ended.
- India reported its three highest daily increases so far over the last three days, including almost 20,000 new cases on Saturday.
- Brazil reported more than 30,000 new cases yesterday, for a total of more than 1.34 million confirmed cases.
- The United States confirmed its four highest daily increases in cases over the last four days, including three days with more than 40,000 cases—more than at the original peak in April. Testing has increased in the United States, but test positivity rates have been increasing again since early June, suggesting that community transmission is outpacing testing capacity.

News

- Korea will implement a new three-level system for social distancing measures. It currently remains at Level 1 where the health situation is assessed as manageable, and some spectators will be allowed to resume watching sports events. Level 2 distancing measures would apply if daily infections remain between 50-100 for two weeks, and would include a ban on gatherings of more than 50 people indoors and 100 people outdoors. Level 3 would apply if daily infections exceed 100, and would ban all gatherings of more than 10 people and postpone in-person schooling.
### Overview of Confirmed COVID-19 Cases

**Economy** | **Total Cases** | **Cases per 1M Population** | **New Cases** | **New Cases per 1M Pop.** | **New Cases (7-day avg)** | **△New Cases** | **%△ New Cases** | **Total Deaths** | **New Deaths** | **Fatality Rate (%)** | **Total Recovered** | **Recovery Rate (%)** | **Active Cases**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Global | 10,145,911 | 16,826 | 1,4 | 1.7 | -12,727 | -343 | 0.9 | 10,107 | 43 | 3.9 | 189,665 | 72.6 | 6,402,999 | 70.7 | 510,813 | 3183 | 4.0 | 5,140,889 | 50.7 | 4,502,999
ASEAN+3 | 261,509 | 2,252 | - | - | - | -339 | 1.5 | 4,212 | 2.9 | 32,336 | 56.5 | 41,127 | 11.2 | 121 | 0.4 | 18,681 | 52.4 | 11,492

**Notes:** New cases since previous day. Δ% refers to percentage change since previous day. Fatality rate measured as deaths per confirmed infections.

Source: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; AMRO staff calculations.

2/ Recovery rate is a proxy for the stage of the cycle.
Source: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; AMRO staff calculations.